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INDISPENSABLE FRAMEWORK OR JUST ANOTHER IDEOLOGY?
THE PRISONER'S DILEMMA AS AN ANTI-HIERARCHICAL GAME

On reading the chapter on rationality in Jon Elster's *Nuts and Bolts of the Social Sciences*, I found a brief discussion of the Prisoner's Dilemma that the author terms "the natural, indispensible framework for understanding human interaction" (p. 28). Wow! This framework is that human beings, acting on their own, do not necessarily, indeed, often do not, achieve as good results for themselves and for others as they could if they acted collectively with a view toward maximizing their joint interests. Is this axiom self-evident, namely, that individual and collective interests often diverge? Or is it a powerful new truth telling human beings that they can damage themselves and destroy their planet by following their selfish interests?

There are, it is true, seemingly endless analyses of what appears to be (almost) every academic's favorite game, The Prisoner's Dilemma (TPD), in which each prisoner could get a lighter sentence if each agreed not to squeal on the other but, since they can't or won't coordinate their decisions, and they cannot make binding commitments, each gets a longer sentence. The most frequent form in which this game appears,

I wish to thank John Harsanyi, Robert Powell, and Paul Tayler for their critical comments.
in my observation, is as Garrett Hardin’s Tragedy of the Commons in which common use resources, such as grass, are ruined by overgrazing because it is in the short-term interest of each individual to use as much as he wants.

If choice by individuals alone leads (a) to terrible consequences, such as nuclear war and environmental degradation while (b) being readily fixable through collective arrangements, it is understandable that (c) anger grows at the irrationality of it all. Indeed, anger is mobilized even more at the idea of rationality itself for making it appear rational for each individual to participate in creating a collective catastrophe threatening, some say, the very existence of our common home, planet earth. This combination of mobilizing anger in the service of collective solutions with an apparent scientific (well, at least reasoned) basis has proven exceedingly attractive. What grounds have I to cast suspicion on so elegant and popular a formulation?

The Prisoner’s Dilemma As An Anti-Authority Game

The classic account from which most students of the subject take their view of TPD is this:

Two suspects are taken into custody and separated. The District Attorney is certain that they are guilty of a
specific crime, but he does not have adequate evidence to convict them at a trial. He points out to each prisoner that each has two alternatives: to confess to the crime the police are sure they have done or not to confess. If they both do not confess, then the District Attorney states he will book them on some very minor punishment; if they both confess, they will be prosecuted, but he will recommend less than the most severe sentence. But if one confesses and the other does not, then the confessor will receive lenient treatment for turning state's evidence, whereas the latter will have "the book" slapped at him.¹

Presumably the two suspects have committed a crime together. Each is presumably alone when told that if both remain silent they will be convicted and jailed for one year. Each is told that she can go free if she helps convict the one who remains silent. Silent Samantha, as we may call her, will then get ten years while the prisoner who confesses will get none. Should both confess, however, each will get nine years. Further, it appears that each prisoner is quite indifferent to the fate of her colleague. Neither can communicate with the other but both apparently believe what the District Attorney tells them and knows at least that the other prisoner is aware of the rules of this game. What is more, there is no way for
the prisoners to enforce any agreement they might make even if they could figure out how to communicate.

The essence of the game is in its structural payoffs. No matter what the other prisoner does, Silent Samantha (her name is as misleading as her behavior is self-regarding) is better off confessing first. True, Silent Samantha would get at most one year if her partner in crime refuses to confess but not knowing that for sure she minimizes her maximum loss by confessing first. The irrationality allegedly exists in the fact that a cooperative solution would leave them both better off than if each attends to their narrow self-interest of the moment.

My own view is quite different: the rationality of the prisoners, like rationality in general, is context dependent; without a supportive cultural context, no strategy makes sense. The cultural bias of the game players is evident in the fact that I have been unable to find anyone who thinks it would be rational for both to confess on the grounds that admitting the truth would enhance the authority of the criminal justice system thereby improving both the safety and the morality of the collective. Silence makes sense for egalitarians who wish to undermine authority as inegalitarian on its face. But silence would be irrational for those who wish to strengthen hierarchy. Given cultural pluralism, moreover, different strategies will be rational for prisoners
within different cultural contexts. The solution favored by almost everyone, i.e., silence, for instance, would be anathema in a hierarchical culture that seeks to inculcate respect for authority.

Observe that silence against authority in the person of the DA is almost universally accepted as the rational course of action, because it guarantees each prisoner the best result, and that irrationality inheres in the fact that at each step it is rational for each prisoner to confess, i.e., support authority. The elimination of the office of District Attorney and its problems from the analysis (by now, no doubt, the reader has caught my drift) gravely distorts the analysis unless, of course, the analyst assumes that the normative situation in society is one where there is no legitimate authority. Though most analysts of TPD do not go as far as Burns and Buckley—blaming "the state" for creating the dilemma (they deem it part of the imperialist strategy of divide and rule)—none (so far as I know, not a single one) considers the fact, if it is a fact, that the prisoners are actually guilty of a crime. Empirically, there is a chance the police are mistaken but the probability is low.

The ideological bias in the way the Prisoner's Dilemma game has been treated is apparent in the explicit rejection of individualism as selfish and hierarchy as coercive. Morton Deutsch is merely more open than others when he asserts that
"The PD game demonstrates that the unorganized social Darwinism which rationalized capitalism in terms of the competitive survival of the fittest has self-defeating consequences when applied to situations that are not purely competitive." Yet, given the enormous achievements of competition in politics, economics, and science and the fact that most people in recorded history have lived under hierarchical arrangements, which means they cannot be good for nothing, something would seem to be missing. That something is cultural context.

Roger Hurwitz's "Strategic and Social Fictions in the Prisoner's Dilemma" is the work most sensitive to social context. He sees both the variety of possibilities in telling different stories around the same events that are called TPD and that the way in which the dilemma is resolved depends crucially on "preexisting social relations":

The variety of meanings that the same choice requires over these stories indicates that the options are evaluated for their propriety according to preexisting social relations among the characters and the interest with which the storyteller or reader identifies. This criterion reflects a different social ontology than that of the game theory, where agents are isolated individuals with external and accidental relationships.
... By specifying whether one is to help or hurt, trust or mistrust other members of the relationship, these norms stabilize and reproduce the particular social relationships. Yet compliance with them is vulnerable to the pressures of personal interests and to other norms.7

Like the fictions of "the original position," or "the social contract" that it resembles, rational choice analyses of TPD treat individuals as if they had no preexisting values or relations to defend, a condition that might be called anomic if it is at all recognizably human.

In explaining social and political phenomena, there is no such thing as an "objective" situation. That would remove from the situation the knowing perceiver. Without a cultural bias, a frame for perception, there would be not objectivity but chaos. All perception is selective. Actors understand an "objective" situation in the context of their cultures and act accordingly. One therefore could not hope to explain their actions without reference to their cultures. Even if the "objective" circumstances measured in terms of prison sentences is held constant, different actors may understand this "objective" prisoner's dilemma differently. In a very hierarchical society in which the actors have been socialized to value obedience highly, for instance, there may be no
dilemma at all if the confession is more highly prized than escaping with a lighter sentence by remaining silent. Or to use a different example, the threat to impose a certain "objective" amount of military punishment may suffice to deter some, but it is almost sure to fail to deter those who see martyrdom as the surest way to heaven.

Utilities or payoffs in rational choice models are meant to summarize the actors' preferences. To the extent that individuals in different cultures value the same outcomes differently, there will be a different set of payoffs and, consequently, a different model of this situation for each culture. As a very crude first approximation, one might think of culture as being implicit in a model's payoffs.

What a modeler should be saying is, in effect, "Tell me how individuals understand their situation in terms of their preferences, and I will then model the strategic aspects of this situation and try to provide some insight into its strategic dynamics." As cultures change and actors understand their situation differently, new models will be needed. The question of whether or not the Prisoner's Dilemma provides an "indispensable framework" then becomes an empirical question. Can many of the most profound issues individuals construct in a given culture or, more generally and heroically, in any culture be seen as a Prisoner's Dilemma? I argue that they cannot.
The Prisoner’s Dilemma As An Ideological Construct

In order to clear up a possible misconception, I should say in advance that an ideology or cultural bias is not necessarily false; the predictions it generates could be true. Like other theories, of course, ideologies present only slanted views of how the world works. To make sure that the partial character of ideologies is understood, cultural theorists, following Mary Douglas, call them "cultural biases." At the same time, perceptions of the same objects or situations may and do vary widely. But that is not to say that those who hold them can make them come true.

In order to make my point about the ideological character of The Prisoner’s Dilemma, it is useful to consider its main competitor as a basis for public policy, so far as I can see, the unintended consequences, to use Karl Popper’s formulation, of purposeful social action. Nowadays it is used almost always to warn against the unwanted consequences of proposed or existing governmental policies.

Here we have it: rival assumptions about what the world is really like—The Prisoner’s Dilemma in which individuals could so easily better their lot and protect nature if only they adopted collective regulations, and its mirror image, the Entrepreneur’s Paradise Lost (EPL), endless damage done by
governmental regulators who make things worse when all they need do is allow the magic of the market to work its wonders by liberating individual initiative. The difference is that TPD converts what ought to be a positive-sum collective game, in which everyone benefits, into a negative-sum encounter, in which all the players lose due to individual self-interest, while EPL converts the magic-market into a negative-sum game because of collective regulation that undermines the beneficent effects of competition among self-interested actors.

Just as deconstruction of texts, by undermining the words of authors, subverts their authority, so these rival metaphors-as-models (TPD versus EPL) constitute part of the struggle for power between collectivists and individualists. Which is not to say these model metaphors are unreal or any more unreal than other ways of organizing social life. These models are both problems and solutions, each the solution to a problem generated by another mode of organizing and each in turn the creator of problems it cannot solve. Were this not so, the world could only be one way with only a single optimal mode of social organization. Were this so, the one superior way would drive out the inferior ones as a sort of sameness settled over society. Since we do not find convergence but instead observe conflict, we will see that TPD, like EPL, not only criticizes the other cultures but provides solutions to
the defects created by them. To what solution, we may ask, is TPD the accompanying problem?

Russell Hardin argues that TPD is a general solution of another and simpler problem of collective action, the free-rider. It will facilitate understanding, I think, to begin with the more immediately understandable problem—small members exploit large ones by failing to pay their fair share (free-riding) because they know that the large have so great a stake they will contribute the whole amount. Comparability to TPD comes from the symmetry of their situations: a good result for all could be achieved except for the unfortunate circumstance that some people have an incentive to shirk their responsibilities to the collective by free-riding. The highest payoff to each individual comes when he doesn’t pay but everyone else does. Unfortunately, if too many attempt to ride free, the collective enterprise will collapse so everyone loses. As in TPD, free-riding subordinates the general interest of the collective to the private interests of individuals to their common disadvantage.

Given this general structure—the problem of reconciling individual and collective, public and private, interests—the basic modes of social organization may be conceived of either as embodiments of this dilemma or as efforts to guard against it. Thus, in a functioning hierarchy, whose adherents believe in its principles, free-ridership cannot occur because the
individual components are required by the system to pay their share. They believe they ought to fulfill these commands and, if they don’t, there is plenty of coercive authority to compel them to do so. (Of course, people in hierarchical positions may be tempted to use their places for personal advantage; this ordinary occurrence illustrates how solving one problem creates others.) Competitive individualists overcome free-riding because each investor is rewarded according to her contribution; less input receives lower reward. Without suggesting that this equivalence is entirely achieved, a culture whose adherents believe that there ought not to be a free lunch should not have many free riders. (A belief in competition, I should add, is opposed to winning by rigging the game.) Fatalists would love to free ride for they will not risk anything by cooperating with others. By the same token, however, their reluctance to contribute or to cooperate at all provides them with far fewer opportunities. You have to walk, as the saying goes, before you can ride.

Only egalitarianism contains the conditions for creating and then sustaining free ridership. These conditions are three: (1) one person (or group), one vote, together with (2) grossly unequal stakes in the outcome sought after, followed by (3) no normative requirement of members to adhere to majority decisions.\textsuperscript{10} If there is coercion, as in hierarchy, or voting in proportion to contribution (the stake in society
theory), as in individualism, there cannot be free riding. Do the same sort of considerations fit The Prisoner's Dilemma?

TPD in Cultural Context

TPD requires that there be two equal participants who could gain if they make a collective choice but are prohibited from communicating with each other or altering their preferences on the basis of new information. The flaw here lies in rooting rationality in individual behavior as if these individuals were social isolates. But they are not. The moment the fog created by the fiction of social isolation is pierced, the world looks quite different because the individual actor faces quite different social contexts. By exploring these contexts, I will show that the dilemma exists but only in a well-defined social context.

Suppose TPD is played in an individualistic culture. There could be no limit on communication without violating the precept that allows any deals to which there is genuine consent. Each prisoner would then have the ability as well as the incentive to seek better information. Individualists, then, would not meet the conditions required to experience TPD.

In a formal game-theoretic analysis, to be sure, it is not the inability of the prisoners to communicate or seek new
information that is most debilitating; the problem is that they cannot make binding contracts or promises to remain silent. Even if they have agreed to remain silent, one will see this as cheap talk when the other is taken off to the interrogation room with the D.A. It is equally obvious that inability to make binding agreements between consenting adults violates the norms of individualism.

Nor could hierarchists be afflicted with TPD: should the prisoners identify with the same hierarchy as the DA, they might put the good of their group above their own welfare by confessing. Only if the prisoners were in a rival culture might silence appear to them an unalloyed good. If the prisoners were of equal status, moreover, each, being hierarchical, would sacrifice for the other, who stood for the collective. If their statuses were unequal, the lower status prisoner would try to help the higher and the higher status prisoner would follow the norm of the sacrifice of the parts for the whole. The dilemma does not exist unless both prisoners feel it is right as well as efficacious to gain by informing on the other.

Egalitarians would also insist on talking with other egalitarians because, for them, deliberation, followed by mutual consent, is the only way of legitimating decisions. Worse still, that someone else, a hierarchical authority, like the DA, should decide for them would be anathema, adding
inequality to injustice. Best is that both confound their oppressors by staying silent. Better both should be hung than one should be treated differently than the other.

Where, if not in these forms of social organization, is TPD located? Among fatalists. Consider their views of human and physical nature. Because fatalists believe that nature operates in a random fashion, they see no point in intervention. Because they believe that human nature is capricious (one cannot tell what people will do), they are unwilling to cooperate with others. Banfield called this view "amoral familism" in that, at most, cooperation was limited to the family. Thus fatalism is the culture that inculcates extremely short-time horizons--do whatever is necessary to avoid harm at the moment--and downgrades knowledge because there is no pattern to be discovered. It is this behavior that TPD captures. The prohibition of contact among the prisoners merely formalizes what fatalists would not do, i.e., seek knowledge or social support or sign any contract.

TPD does not describe just any social context but a particular type. The kinds of relationships envisaged under TPD are succinctly described by Eleanor Ostrom:

There is no more irrational way to structure any enduring situation than that represented by the PD game: no communication among the participants, no previous
ties among them, no anticipation of future interactions, and no capacity to promise, threaten, or cajole.

Would reasonable humans, trying to order their own long-term relationships in a productive manner, structure a situation in such a perverse way?\textsuperscript{12}

Yes, I would answer, they would, if, like fatalists, they believe human nature is capricious and physical nature is random. Only fatalists, the point is, would wish normatively to behave as Ostrom indicates. Though they might not wish communication among them to be prohibited, they act as if such a rule were in force because they do not trust anyone else enough to believe what they say or to cooperate with them. Unless fatalists were dealing with members of their immediate family, past ties would not matter to them; nor would it seem advisable for them to consider future consequences because one could never tell what those would be. Neither promising nor threatening would be desirable since neither would be effective. TPD does not describe just any social context but a very special one.

Ostrom does not wish to accept the view that "we are doomed to accept the imposition of structure by external authorities as the only way out of perverse situations such as the Commons Dilemma."\textsuperscript{13} The usual solution is to recommend some version of Hobbes' Leviathan, i.e., the prisoners give
their power of attorney to a third party who controls their responses so they will do better. Carried over to the tragedy of the Commons, the same sort of reasoning would lead to national government control of resource decisions.\textsuperscript{14} Ostrom, by contrast, would like a private property system to be considered as well as voluntary associations.\textsuperscript{15} I agree that there is always a plurality of institutional alternatives. If that pluralism is accepted as a basic condition of life, however, then the conditions underlying TPD cannot be accepted as given but are seen for what they are, namely, one but far from the only one of a number of alternative modes of social organization. Thus what Ostrom calls "analysis of rules for making rules" or James Buchanan and Gordon Tulloch in their \textit{Calculus of Consent} call constitutional choice is always pluralistic because the rules that make the rules for making rules are the ways of life these rules are designed to favor. Culture is bedrock.

Like other important social phenomena, TPD cannot occur just anywhere but only under facilitating cultural conditions. The fascination with this dilemma, its portrayal viz Elster as hardwired into the human condition, I reiterate, is culturally biased. It reflects the largely collectivist orientation of the scholars attracted to this kind of game. TPD is a form of system blame for placing people in a position where they exhibit fatalistic responses.
Hurwitz is concerned that concentration of the technical aspects of TPD obscures its moral relevance. "It is a dubious tribute to U.S. social science," he writes, "that its textual traditions have so easily transformed this inherently political parable into a technical problem." The morals he draws include "(1) the state's interference with individuals' talking helps reproduce state power and (2) silence is resistance to authority." I suspect that it is precisely the ability to intertwine moral with technical concerns, to be good while being scholarly as well, that accounts for TPD's popularity.

A nice illustration of "combining mathematical muscle and redistributional relevance, the quintessentially desirable academic mix," as Robert Klitgaard put it to me, comes from a (if not the) leading student of TPD, Anatol Rapoport, who writes that

From the moral point of view, therefore, Harsanyi's defense of the non-cooperative "solution" of Prisoner's Dilemma is by no means reprehensible. It need not be construed as an "advice" to players to play noncooperatively, but on the contrary, as an advice to seek ways of effecting enforceable agreements so as to turn the uncooperative game into a cooperative one.
Were papers on TPD flurries of arrows shot by archers of old, one could hardly avoid getting hit by the conviction that cooperation is good while going it alone is not.

It has occurred to observers that while some institutional arrangements work out poorly and thus may be classified as self-stultifying dilemmas, other arrangements appear to work out well. How, if TPD is ubiquitous, is this possible? One line of inquiry suggests that the game is played not only once but many, many times so that in a reiterated TPD people observe that things are going badly and sometimes are able to make positive changes. In his *Anarchy and Cooperation*, Taylor shows that cooperation is possible unless the time horizons of individuals are exceedingly short. As we have seen, fatalists fit this formula. Arthur Stinchcombe says that people solve problems only when this is necessary. Observing that fidelity in marriage works out better than its opposite or that inculcating norms of personal honesty is better than universal thievery, people do what is necessary to secure such outcomes. There must be more to sociology, Stinchcombe argues, than prisoners' dilemmas, given that a dilemma like shirking at work is routinely solved in capitalist societies.

Stinchcombe is aware that he is using a functional form of explanation. As people observe that certain patterns of behavior make them unhappy, Stinchcombe thinks, they change...
their behavior ". . . Just as the seducer often loses out in the long run to the kindly, dull lover because the seduced one realizes kindness as a better solution." He doubts that the solution is a conscious one; rather, he hypothesizes that there "is a contingent conscious motivation," dependent on being activated by the consciousness over time that a problem needs solving. I would add that in a society of some size there are people who have internalized several different forms of social organization that comprise potential solutions to a variety of problems. The Prisoner's Dilemma is not life but a slice of life that can be carved differently depending on the social context of the people involved.

 Might fatalism be a rational response to events, or even desired as the best (or, at least, a good way) to live? Is it irrational to wish to live as if the world was populated by random events and capricious human beings? It might be rational if that was how the world was. A lot of social science, as well as common discourse, assumes that cooperation is always desirable. But not, as we shall see, for everyone in every culture.

**Cooperation Occurs in Different Cultures**

"Collective action problems arise," Elster informs his readers, "because it is difficult to get people to cooperate
for their mutual benefit." This important and apparently unexceptional sentence contains multiple difficulties due to its methodologically individualistic premises. Cultures, as I argued earlier, may be conceived as viable institutional answers to problems of how to retain order or, in this locution, cooperation. It follows that there are different forms of cooperation that support different cultures.

One kind, cooperation via coercion, binds individuals to accept the collective will. Individuals can cooperate by authority (hierarchy) or by consensus (egalitarianism) to decide what to do. But individuals can also cooperate through a series of bilateral bargains, A with B, B with C, A with D, on and on. Or there can be a central figure to which all are connected—the individualist network—though none are directly connected to each other. Thus activity may be directed toward common ends without most individuals being aware of or agreeing upon a common objective. It is the form of cooperation—hierarchical or egalitarian or individualistic—that is at issue, not the fact of cooperation.

The first moral of this story is that not everyone believes in cooperation. The second moral is that not everyone agrees on how cooperation should be organized. Though hierarchists value cooperation, for instance, they prefer that it be organized from top down, while individualists and egalitarians (who dislike intensely others
prescribing for them) want it to grow from the bottom up. And while individualists believe that what is fair is what is freely agreed, egalitarians believe that agreements cannot fairly be reached unless the participants possess equivalent resources.

Elster claims that "Collective action problems arise because it is difficult to get people to cooperate for their mutual benefit." That the existence of any form of organization is a marvel, given the obstacles, I agree; for the most part, however, I believe this widely shared proposition omits essential qualifications. Since people prefer different ways of life, they also differ on what is "mutual" or a "benefit." Thus egalitarians may object to programs that improve life for most people if inequality is thereby increased; hierarchists may object to increased education if it results in attacks on authority; fatalists may object to paying for programs that promise to better their lot because they nevertheless do not believe this will happen. The assumption that all of us use the same evaluative framework, stated thus baldly, is false.

I expect that most game theorists would have some difficulty locating themselves in the preceding account. I shall try to help them but I do not guarantee they will agree that this is to our mutual benefit.
Game theorists, it would be fair to say, do not look upon TPD as ideology but as the way the world is. (To paraphrase John Wayne in one of his Western roles, that ain't brag, that's fact.) Fair enough but not fair under all conditions. If we are concerned with how a game, a set of social relationships really, plays out, then the payoff matrices become facts for those who stipulate them in advance. Here we have the simplest TPD in which P-1 and P-2 are faced with a payoff matrix such that they are always better off seeking immediate benefits, even if a transcendent vision would reveal that cooperation is better for them than immediate self-interest. In diagrammatic form the payoff matrix is protean enough presumably to cover such disparate events as arms races and tragedies of commons, providing only that the prisoners either cannot make agreements, because they cannot talk to each other, or because any agreement they could make would not be enforceable.
Payoff Matrices*#

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P-1</th>
<th>P-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-1</td>
<td>3, 3</td>
<td>1, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-2</td>
<td>4, 1</td>
<td>2, 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Each player-prisoner is assumed to want a higher rather than a lower number.

#According to Robert Axelrod, the payoff matrix is not quite a Prisoner’s Dilemma. The prisoners have a strategy which is as good as mutual cooperation; they can get as good a payoff exploiting one another on alternate turns. This is another kind of cooperation, but in order to get the "pure" PD Axelrod argues that the (4,1) and 1,4) payoffs should be changed to, for example, (5,0) and (0,5). See his The Evolution of Cooperation (New York: Basic Books, 1984).

What could be more factual than the combination of payoffs and stipulations commonly called TPD? Recall here W.V. Quines’ famous (albeit insufficiently appreciated) adage to the effect that all facts are theory laden. It is not facts by themselves (no conjectures a la Popper, no refutations, no relevant facts) but facts together with the theories that alone can make sense out of them that are part of science. Thus I am not arguing that ideology determines whether a situation of social interaction modeled by the stipulations just enumerated is, according to convention, a prisoner’s dilemma. Of course it is. If we raise not the secondary question of the player-prisoner’s preference ranking among the
four possible outcomes, however, but the primary question of what game under which rules, i.e., under which cultural context should it be played, then that choice is ideological.

Ideology comes in in two ways: the constitutional choice, if that is available, of what kind of game to play and, if that is foreclosed, in attempted explanations of the prisoner’s motivations in choosing to rank the outcomes the way they do. It is this cultural-ideological-value baggage people bring with them (given that they do not go through life naked of preferences for how human beings should live with each other) that might motivate one prisoner to defect while the other chose to cooperate and, as life would have it, to later feel ashamed of such behavior. Suppose, then, the defector lowers the value of confessing so that it is less than that of cooperating. Voila! There is no more TPD. My question is whether this change is merely a change in preference or a change of game?

The one-shot, single game TPD, I have argued in support of the structural change thesis, fits fatalists (and fatalists alone) because "distrust everybody" is a strategy that supports only fatalistic cultures. When reiterated or tournament TPDs are played, however, with the game going onward into the future, the players never knowing whether or when it will end, lasting social life comes into play, and that, except for fatalists, is something else again. For the
three other active cultures require trust of some kind—hierarchists trust authority in established institutions; individualists trust market exchange made by networks led by successful entrepreneurs; egalitarians trust local, participatory, anti-establishment, voluntary groups. That is why I think that a strategy of tit-for-tat, or trust until proven otherwise, beats unmitigated distrust. The necessity of trust also helps explain why the three active cultures not only oppose their rivals but also need them to prove the necessity of internal trust to counter external opposition.

Thompson and Warburton’s analysis of the Tragedy of the Commons illustrates its dependence on different types of trust. The way the dilemma (or tragedy) is posed, solutions must either be egalitarian—keep the commons but change human nature from competitive to cooperative—or individualistic—although human nature can’t be changed, the commons can be privatized. Actually, either of these or other solutions might avert the tragedy. Tragedy is not inherent in the commons but in inappropriate institutional arrangements viewed in relation to the cultural context in which the task is performed.

In game theory, as in social science generally, emphasis is on how the participants go about getting what they want from the polity, economy, or society, given that they already know what they want but must act amidst relative prices, i.e.,
what others want. Cultural theory, by contrast, begins not by taking preferences for granted but by trying to explain why it is that people who adhere to different ways of life want what they want in the first place. Their actions in the second place are derived from an understanding of why they want what they want in the first place and how these preferences are, over time, reinforced or revised or rejected. By getting rid of the uncaused cause (interests or preferences explain everything but nothing explains them), the cultural context through which preferences are formed and reformed becomes central. Thus it is not rationality per se, as if one cultural form of rationality was reason itself, but plural rationalities, as Michael Thompson calls them, rationalities that vary with the preferences or objectives to be realized, that should be the mainstay of game theory.
NOTES


2. For a definition of cultures as composed of people who share values and beliefs (their biases) justifying their preferred pattern of social relations, see Michael Thompson, Richard Ellis, and Aaron Wildavsky, "Political Cultures," forthcoming in Routledge Encyclopaedia of Government and Politics; Thompson, Ellis, and Wildavsky, Cultural Theory (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1990); and Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols, Explorations in Cosmology (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1970).


4. More than 2000 papers have been written about it by 1975 and many thousands more since, while I have read only a few dozen. See Bernard Grofman and Jonathan Poole, "Bayesian Models for Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma Games," General System, Vol 20 (1975), pp 185-94

5. To his credit, Roger Hurwitz does note that "In contrast,
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